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Founded 1771

For 200 years part of The Royal Swedish Academy of Music. Since 1971, KMH has been governed by Swedish state authority.
High ceilings
Renovation underway
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Architecture has implications.
What?
What is it we do?
How do we do it?
Can we change?
Can we innovate?

How do we bring in ideas, influences?
What does it mean to think globally?

In what way?
An imperative for continual re-evaluation.
For re-invention.
Every thing connects to every where.
Performance Spaces
Public Activities • Experimental Work

Research • Artistic Work • Teaching

Studios
Control Rooms • Recording Studios • Sound Labs
from concept to concrete
Classroom • Practice Room • Lab

Office?
Loudspeaker Dome for 3D audio

Immersive audio research and performances
How old is a new building?
Paradigm shift
Spaces, people and purposes
Research Interests in progress

Keywords
- Interdisciplinary
- Intermedial
- Multimodal
- Digital / Hybrid
- Interactivity

Research Areas
- Narrativity
- Digital Performativity
- Spatialization
- Intermedia
- Improvisation
- Voice
An educational and cultural nexus

New spaces - New map

• Fills need for modern public concert spaces in Stockholm

• Has potential to change the topology of higher musical education in Sweden

The immediate and long-term effects of new facilities for KMH have not been considered.
Only one more year...
KMH - The Road to Valhalla
thank you.